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Useful customer
information

22.26 22.56

ABC GARAGE DOOR

3 PO: 1234A
JOB: YOUR PLACE

HEAVY HDWE
(5) 2" STRUTS

NO LOCK

01/27/2003

4
ABC GA Track Rad.

16 x 7
2285

505800

STEEL
TOR. SPRING

12 IN.

order #
model

door size
insulation type

spring type

track type
strut amount
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insulation type
door size

model
order #

track type
spring typestrut amount

Useful customer
information

505800

16 x 7
STEEL

228501/27/2003

ABC
4

Track Rad.

TOR. SPRING

12 IN.
NO LOCK

22.56

3 JOB: YOUR PLACE

22.26

HEAVY HDWE
(1) 2" STRUTS

PO: 1234A
ABC GARAGE DOOR













































































































#2
Hinge

#3
Hinge

6

5.5

#1
Hinge





















































































































































































 


























































































































































































































































 



































Warning! Extension springs can cause severe
damage, personal injury or even death if they
are not properly restrained.  In the event of a
spring failure the safety cable will prevent the
spring from being propelled away from the door.

Both springs are the same, it will not matter which
one you assemble first.





Warning! Extension springs can cause
severe damage, personal injury or even
death if they are not properly restrained.
In the event of a spring failure the safety
cable will prevent the spring from being
propelled away from the door.
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